SLATE for LAS Standing Committees AY 2015-2016
Faculty, Academic Professionals, Instructional Staff, Undergraduate Students and Graduate Students who have agreed to serve on an LAS committee beginning Fall 2015. New members approved by the Faculty at the April 14, 2015 meeting are in bold.
Service is for 2 years unless noted otherwise
Committee members added after the Spring 2015 faculty meeting in RED.

COMMITTEE ON ACADEMIC STANDARDS
I. 
II. Pat Gill, Gender & Women’s Studies
III. George Gasyna, Slavic and CWL
IV. Cynthia Buckley, Sociology
V. Robert Wickesberg, Psychology
VI. TBD, 2 year apt
VII. Craig Lundstrom, Geology
VIII. Susan Tolman, Mathematics
Brian Smith, undergraduate student
TBD, undergraduate student
Payal Mallik, undergraduate student
Sana Singh, undergraduate student
Sara Fernandez, graduate student
Keri Niehans, Academic Advisor, Psychology

AWARDS COMMITTEE
I. Jonathan Ebel, Religion
II. James Hansen, English
III. Anna Maria Escobar, Spanish and Portuguese
IV. Helaine Silverman, Anthropology
V. Anil Bera, Economics
VI. Brian Freeman, Cell & Developmental Biology
VII. Brendan Harley, Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering
VIII. Jeremy Tyson, Mathematics
Courtney Haltom-Adams, undergraduate student
Sandy Wong, GGIS, graduate student
Tonya Swink, Academic Advisor, School of Integrative Biology
David Unger, Instructor, Statistics

COURSES AND CURRICULA COMMITTEE
I. Robert McKim, Religion
II. Fiona Ngo, Gender & Women's Studies and Asian American Studies
III. Chilin Shih, East Asian Languages and Cultures
IV. Monica McDermott, Sociology
V. Frances Wang, Psychology
VI. Brenda Wilson, Microbiology
VII. Julie Cidell, Geography and GIS
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VIII. Robert Muncaster, Mathematics
   Bryan Abendschein, graduate student
Sandy Camargo, Senior Lecturer, English
Caroline Laughlin, undergraduate student
Karen Mortensen, Director MATH TA Mentoring Program, Mathematics

GENERAL EDUCATION COMMITTEE
I. Clare Crowston, History
II. Andrea Stevens, English
III. Robert Rushing, French and Italian
IV. Michele Koven, Communication
V. Elizabeth Powers, Economics
VI. Thomas Anastasio, Molecular & Integrative Physiology
VII. Stephen Nesbitt, Atmospheric Sciences, 1 year opening
VIII. Leslie Looney, Astronomy
Chris Piemonte, undergraduate student
Keren Garcia, undergraduate student
Lisa Travis, Lecturer, Psychology
Nicole Holtzclaw-Stone, Director of Undergraduate Study- Sociology

HONORS COUNCIL
I. John Randolph, History
II. Karen Flynn, Gender and Women’s Studies
III. Mara Wade, German
IV. Matt Winters, Political Science
V. Kara Federmeier, Psychology
VI. Steven Blanke, Microbiology
VII. Andrew Gewirth, Chemistry
VIII. Thomas Nevins, Mathematics
Tina Knox, Coordinator of Undergraduate Instruction, MCB
Andy Wu, undergraduate student
Rachel Baits, undergraduate student
Florence Henshaw, Director of Advanced Spanish, Spanish and Portuguese